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promulgated on February 14, 2017.2 The said Resolution
reversed and set aside the Court's Decision promulgated on
March 10, 2016 convicting accused Vitaliano N. Naiiagas II of
the offenses charged. 3

The prosecution argues that the Court erred in declaring
that the accused's request for the Board's approval of his
application for official travel and for personal leave cannot be
considered a "transaction or act" contemplated under Section
3(i) of R.A.No. 3019. It contends that the terms "transaction"
or "act" in the said Section do not have any qualification that
limit their meaning or reference to "contracts or transactions
involving monetary consideration" only. According to the
prosecution, a close examination of R. A. No. 3019 would show
that the word "transaction" appears several times in the
different sections and was never confined to transactions
involving monetary considerations. Since the law is allegedly
clear and free from any ambiguity, there is no room for
construction or interpretation. It further argues that the word
"transaction" in the provisions of R. A. No. 3019 always goes
hand in hand with the other related terms such as "business",
"contract," "application," and "request" evincing a clear
legislative intent that the prohibited acts cover a wide variety of
dealings with the government and not only transactions that
involvefinancial or monetary consideration. In support thereof,
it invokes Mejia vs. Pamaran.4 Thus, the prosecution insists
that the accused's application for officialtravel and for personal
leave was a "transaction or act" contemplated in Section 3(i)of
R. A. No. 3019.5

Insofar as the accused's acquittal ofviolation ofparagraph
2(a) ofArticle 315 of the RevisedPenal Code (RPC)is concerned,
the prosecution argues that the Court erred in finding that the
Development Bank of the Philippines (DBP)had all the means
and opportunity to verifythe expenses incurred by the accused

ile he was abroad. According to the prosecution, decorum
and common courtesy dictate that one does not check with each
and every recipient if privilege gifts were indeed received by

, pp. 454-464, Rew,d, Vol. '" rw /7
3 pp. 389-407, Record, Vol. III A //r

4160 SeRA 457 (1988) /I
5 at pp. 3-7, Motion for Reconsideration; pp. 456-460, Record, Vol. III
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them, or check whether the accused indeed had meetings with
the representatives of foreign institutions. It also claims that
the meetings abroad cannot be validated because the officers
who purportedly attended the said meetings were not named
and there was no report of any kind that was submitted.
Allegedly,even if there were indeed meetings, the attachment of
questionable receipts of some very personal items to the
requests for reimbursement cannot be equated with negligence.
It argues that there was no testimony or evidence presented
during trial that it was not the accused but his secretary, who
prepared the requests for reimbursement and who attached the
questionable receipts. At any rate, the prosecution prays that
the Court orders the accused to return to the DBP the amount
reimbursed to him which was treated by the Court as personal
items brought by the accused.6

In his Opposition dated March 21,2017, accused Naiiagas
argues that the constitution itself prohibits the reconsideration
of a judgment of acquittal because it places the accused under
double jeopardy.?

The accused also argues that the prosecution failed to
prove the second element ofviolation of Section 3(i)of R. A. No.
30 19 because his application for leave and for authority to
travel is not a "transaction" within the purview of Section 3(i)of
R.A.No. 3019. He contends that the "transaction" referred to is
"some external act, the result or fate of which is depending to
some extent on the acts of the public officer or the body he is
part of;" that an objective reading of the provisions of R.A.No.
30 19 reveals that the use of the word "transaction" was meant
to complement, if not an alternative to, the word "contract."8

Further, accused argues that the Mejia case is not
applicable to the present case. Heclaims that in the Mejia case,
there was an agreement ofminds between therein petitioner and
complainant for the payment of a sum of money to ensure a
favorable judgment while his case involved an application for
leave of absence which is a routine administrative matter; and,
that the Mejia case did not in any way negate, refute or

VoL III J /
7 at pp. 2-4, Opposition; pp. 470-472, Record, Vol. III
8 at pp. 5-7, Opposition; pp. 473-475, Record, Vol. III
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supplant the definition of "transaction" in the Soriano case
because it was not the issue that was resolved.9 The accused
asserts that should the scope of "transaction" or "act" be
expanded to cover routine matters such as the leave application
and approval, the Board will cease to function normally and
even other administrative matters such as resignation or
application for study leave, which no other entity could be
reasonably expected to approve except the particular Board,
may be used against a member thereof. According to the
accused, this is not the intendment of the law.IO

The accused also maintains that the prosecution failed to
prove beyond reasonable doubt his financial interest and mens
rea or criminal intent. 11

For the charges of estafa, the accused argues that the
prosecution failed to prove the element of deceit. He contends
that the Court may take judicial notice of the fact that heads of
offices,or the Chairman ofthe DBPBoard like him, rely on their
secretaries or assistants in preparing clerical matters such as
preparing receipts and summaries for requests for
reimbursement and other administrative matters because of
their multifarious and demanding functions. Thus, he argues
that the Court correctly ruled that as Chairman of the DBP, he
had complete reliance on his secretary in preparing the requests
for reimbursement. Although his secretary was not presented
to prove such fact, the burden is on the prosecution to prove
that the certifications he issued in requesting for the
reimbursement of expenses subject of the estafa charges are
tainted with deceit or fraud. 12 To further support his argument
that the prosecution failed to prove all the elements of the
offenses charged, he cites the observation of J. Quiroz that the
fact that he was in the United States at the time the expenses
were incurred in the Philippines, does not necessarily mean that
the expenses were not connected to his officialfunctions which

e could have delegated to his subordinates. He also points to
the testimony of the prosecution witness, investigating officer
Tan, that she did not conduct further investigation to detel~

9 at pp. 11-12, Opposition; pp. 479-480, Record, Vol. III
10 at p. 13, Opposition; p. 481, Record, Vol. III
11 at pp. 14-17, Opposition; 482-484, Record, Vol. III
12 at pp. 18-21, Opposition; pp. 485-489, Record, Vol. III
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whether the expenses were indeed incurred in relation to official
business upon order of the accused while he was abroad. 13

Finally, the accused argues that the matters raised in the
subject motion have been previously presented and considered
by the Court in the assailed Resolution. 14

The Court finds the motion for reconsideration bereft of
merit.

Section 21, Article III of the Constitution provides:

Section21. No person shall be twice put in
jeopardy ofpunishment for the same offense.If an act is
punished by a law and an ordinance, conviction or
acquittal under either shall constitute a bar to another
prosecution for the same act.

The rule of double jeopardy has a settled meaning in this
jurisdiction. It means that when a person is charged with an
offense and the case is terminated either by acquittal or
conviction or in any other manner without the consent of the
accused, the latter cannot again be charged with the same or
identical offense. This principle is founded upon the law of
reason, justice and conscience. IS

In order to give life to the rule on double jeopardy, our
rules on criminal proceedings require that a judgment of
acquittal, whether ordered by the trial or the appellate court, is
final, unappealable, and immediately executory upon its

(l
13 at pp. 22-24, Opposition; pp. 490-492, Record, Vol. III
14 at pp. 24-25, Opposition; pp. 492-493, Record, Vol. III
15 Canceran V5. People, 761 SeRA 293 (2015)
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promulgation. This lS referred to as the "finality-of-acquittal"
rule. 16

Thus, a review of the Court's Decision acquitting the
accused would violate the guarantee against double jeopardy.

At any rate, even if a review of the assailed Resolution
were allowed, the Court is not inclined to alter its findings.

To be sure, the Court had considered and thoroughly
passed upon the matters raised by the prosecution, i.e., the
meaning of the words "transaction" or "act," contemplated in
Section 3(i) of R. A. No. 3019 and the lack of the element of
deceit, to wit:17

To secure a conviction for violation of Section 3(i)of
R. A. No. 3019, the prosecution must establish the
followingelements:

1. The accused must be a public officer
who is a member of a board, panel or group;

2. He is directly or indirectly interested,
for personal gain, or has a material interest in the
transaction or act which requires approval of the
said board, panel or group of which he is a
member; and

3. The board, panel or group exercises
discretion in the approval of the transaction or
act.

The Court maintains its findings in Criminal Case
No. SB-12-CRM-0026 that the above-enumerated first
and third elements are present. However, after a second
hard look at the facts of the case vis-a -vis the relevant
jurisprudence, the Court finds that the accused's request
for the Board's approval of his application for official
travel and for personal leavecannot be conSidered/,

16 Chiok vs. People, 776 SeRA 120 (2015)
17 pp. 11-19, Resolution promulgated on February 14, 2017; pp. 399-3407, Record, Vol. III; citations

omitted
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"transaction or act" contemplated under Section 3(i) of
R. A. No. 3019.

"Transaction" is the act or the instance of
conducting business or other dealings especially the
formation, performance or discharge of contract.

In Soriano, Jr. vs. Sandiganbayan, the Supreme
Court held that the term "transaction" used in Section
3(b) of R. A. No. 3019 is "limited only to contracts or
transactions involving monetary consideration where
~he public officer has the authority to intervene
under the law." In the said case, the High Court declared
that the preliminary investigation conducted by a
prosecutor is not a contract or transaction so as to bring
it within the ambit of Section 3 (b)of R. A. No. 3019:

It is obvious that the investigation
conducted by the petitioner was not a contract.
Neither was it a transaction because this term
must be construed as analogous to the term
which precedes it. A transaction, like a
contract, is one which involves some
consideration as in credit transactions and this
element (consideration) is absent in the
investigation conducted by the petitioner.

Notably, Soriano, Jr. involved a violation of Section
3 (b) of R. A. No. 3019 which punishes any public officer
who "[d]irectly or indirectly request[s] or receiv[es] any
gift, present, share, percentage, or benefit, for himself or
for any other person, in connection with any contract or
transaction between the Government and any other
party, wherein the public officer in his official capacity
has to intervene under the law."

On the other hand, Criminal Case No. SB-12-CRM-
0026 involves a violation of Section 3(i) of R. A. No.
3019 which punishes any public officerwho "[d]irectly or
indirectly becom[es] interested, for personal gain, or
having a material interest in any transaction or act
requiring the approval of a board, panel or group ofwhich
he is a member,and whichexercisdretion in/7
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approval, even if he votes against the same or does not
participate in the action of the board, committee, panel
or group."

While the prohibited acts are punished under
different paragraphs of the Anti-Graft and Corrupt
Practices Law, the Court takes the view that the
restrictive definition of the term "transaction" used in
Section 3(b) equally applies to this case. In Soriano, Jr.,
the Supreme Court held that the term transaction as
used in Section 3 (b) of R. A. No. 3019 is susceptible of
being interpreted both restrictively and liberally.
Considering that laws creating, defining or punishing
crimes and laws imposing penalties and forfeitures are to
be construed strictly against the State or against the
party seeking to enforce them, and liberally against the
party sought to be charged, then the construction more
favorable to the accused must be adopted here.

Thus, the words "transaction or act" requiring the
approval of the Board contemplated under Section 3(i) of
R. A. No. 3019 must refer to a contract with a private
person involving monetary consideration in which the
accused is directly or indirectly interested for personal
gain, or in which the accused has a material interest.

Here, the accused's request for the Board's
approval of his foreign travel and his application for
personal leave are clearly not contracts with a private
person involving monetary consideration. As such, it
cannot be considered a "transaction or act" within the
ambit of Section 3(i) .of R.A. No. 3019. In fact, these
request and application were made pursuant to ordinary
office procedure which a public officer must observe
before undertaking an officialtravel.

In any criminal prosecution, it is necessary that
every essential ingredient of the crime charged must be
proved beyond reasonable doubt in order to overcome the
constitutional right of the accused to be presumed
innocent. In this case, the prosecution failed to prove the
presence of the transaction or act requiring the approval
of the DBP Board in which the accused was directly
interested for personal gain. Perforce, the accused's
constitutional right ofpresumption of innocence until the
contrary is proved has no~rcome; hence,r
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entitled to an acquittal for the charge of violation of
Section 3(i)of R. A. No. 3019.

II. Estafa under paragraph2(a), Article 315 of the
RPC

The accused is charged with estafa under
paragraph 2(a),Article 315 of the RPCthrough deceit and
false pretense on two [2] counts. These arose from his
claim for reimbursements wherein he certified that the
expenses were authorized, necessary, lawful and
incurred in the discharge of his official duties in the
followingamounts, to wit: (1)P310,665.73 representing
costs of gifts, representation, entertainment and
travelling expenses incurred from May 22, 2004 to June
8, 2004, or during the period that he was attending to
personal matters; and (2) P66,374.28 representing
expenses incurred in the Philippines while he was
abroad.

The elements of estafa under paragraph 2(a),
Article 315 of the RPCare as follows:

1. The accused used fictitious name or false
pretense that he possesses (a) power, (b)
influence, (c) qualifications, (d) property, (e)
credit, (f) agency, (g) business or (h) imaginary
transaction, or other similar deceits;

2. The accused used such deceitful means
prior to or simultaneous with the execution of the
fraud;

3. The offended party relied on such deceitful
means to part with his money or property; and

Deceit as an element of estafa is a specie of fraud.
It isactualfraudwhichconsistsofdepresenta~
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or contrivance where a person deludes another, to his
hurt. There is deceit when one is misled - by guile,
trickery or by other means - to believe as true what is
really false.

The false pretense or fraudulent act must be
committed prior to or simultaneously with the
commission of the fraud, it being essential that such
false statement or representation constitutes the
very cause or the only motive which induces the
offended party to partwith his money. In the absence
of such requisite, any subsequent act of the accused,
however fraudulent and suspicious it might appear,
cannot serve as basis for prosecution for estafa under
the said provision.

Further, in Republic vs. MegaPacific eSolutions,
Inc, the Supreme explained the element of defraudation
by means of deceit:

What needs to be determined therefore is whether
or not the element of defraudation by means of deceit
has been established beyond reasonable doubt.

In the case of People v. Menil, Jr., the Court has
defined fraud and deceit in this wise:

Fraud, in its general sense, is
deemed to comprise anything calculated to
deceive, including all acts, omissions, and
concealment involving a breach of legal or
equitable duty, trust, or confidence justly
reposed, resulting in damage to another, or
by which an undue and unconscientious
advantage is taken of another. It is a
generic term embracing all multifarious
means which human ingenuity can devise,
and which are resorted to by one individual
to secure an advantage over another by
false suggestions or by suppression of truth
and includes all surprise, trick, cunning,
dissembling and any unfair way by which
another is cheated. On the other hand,
deceit is the false representation ofa matter
of fact, whether by words or conduct, by
false or misleading allegations, or by
concealment of that which should h"?l

4
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been disclosed which deceives or is
intended to deceiveanother so that he shall
act upon it to his legal injury.

For example, in People v. Comila, both accused-
appellants therein represented themselves to the
complaining witnesses to have the capacity to send
them to Italy for employment, even as they did not have
the authority or license for the purpose. It was such
misrepresentation that induced the complainants to
part with their hard-earned money for placement and
medical fees. Both accused-appellants were criminally
held liable for estafa.

In American jurisprudence, fraud may be
predicated on a false introduction or identification. In
Union Co. v. Cobb, the defendant therein procured the
merchandise by misrepresenting that she was Mrs.
Taylor Ray and at another time she was Mrs. Ben W.
Chiles, and she forged their name on charge slips as
revealed by the exhibits of the plaintiff. The sale of the
merchandise was induced by these representations,
resulting in injury to the plaintiff.

In Raser v. Moomaw, it was ruled that the
essential elements necessary to constitute actionable
fraud and deceit were present in the complaint. It was
alleged that, to induce plaintiff to procure a loan,
defendant introduced him to a woman who was
falsely represented to be Annie L. Knowles of
Seattle, Washington, the owner of the property, and
that plaintiff had no means of ascertaining her true
identity. On the other hand, defendant knew, or in
the exercise of reasonable caution should have
known, that she was an impostor, and that plaintiff
relied on the representations, induced his client to
make the loan, and had since been compelled to repay
it. In the same case, the Court ruled that false
representations as to the identity of a person are
actionable, if made to induce another to act thereon,
and such other does so act thereon to his prejudice.

In this case, the evidence show that when the
accused requested for the reimbursement of the amount
of P492,259.93, several of the receipts attached to the
said request in the total amount of P31O,665.75?

j(
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issued from May 22, 2004 to June 8, 2004, or when the
accused was attending to personal matters. Likewise,
when the accused requested for the reimbursement of the
amounts of P215,781.18 and PI44,260.08, there were
receipts attached to the said request totaling P66,374.28
which were incurred in the Philippines from May 15,
2004 to June 11, 2004 while the accused was abroad.
Both requests for reimbursement were accompanied by a
certification issued by the accused to the effect that the
expenses subject thereof were authorized, necessary,
lawful and incurred in the discharge of his officialduties.

While the accused certified that the expenses were
authorized, necessary, lawful and incurred in the
discharge of his official duties, the receipts themselves,
which were attached to the requests for reimbursement
and the items covered thereby, disclose the nature and
date of incurrence of the expenses. These requests went
through the regular process ofvalidation before they were
approved for payment. Thus, the DBP had all the means
and opportunity to verify whether the expenses were
indeed proper for reimbursement. It cannot be said
therefore that the DBP approved the accused's claims for
reimbursement based solely on the certification issued by
the accused.

Also, although the receipts show that the expenses
were incurred when the accused was supposedly
attending to personal matters as indicated in his
itinerary, the Court finds logical the accused's claim that
it was only during that time that he was able to purchase
the items which were given to individuals with whom he
had meetings. While he was on personal leave, it was not
improbable for accused to still have met with other
officers of different banks to optimize the use of his time.
In fact, the summary of expenses states the name of the
individuals with whom the accused had met. The
receipts also include expenses for software/IT
accessories as well as books and magazines which are
allowed under DBP Board Resolution No. 0242.

Deceit is an allegation of fact that demands clear
d convincing proof. It is a serious accusation that can

be so conveniently and casually invoked. "That is why, it
is never presumed. While some receipts, which obviously
indicate personal items, wer~d in the requ~
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reimbursements, the Court takes the view that this was
the product of the accused's complete reliance on his
secretary in the preparation of his request for
reimbursement. Evidently, he did not personally review
the propriety of the inclusion of the receipts in the said
requests for reimbursement. For this, he was
unquestionably negligent. However, this negligence
cannot be equated with deceit.

Since the prosecution has not proven the element
of deceit in this two (2) estafa cases, the accused
deserves an acquittal.

The prosecution, however, argues that the Mejia case, a
subsequent jurisprudence, has deviated from the Soriano case
insofar as the meaning of the term "transaction" is concerned.
In the Mejia case, the branch clerk of court was convicted of
violation of Section 3(b) of R. A. No. 3019 for demanding and
accepting money in consideration of a promise to help the
litigants secure a favorable decision. According to the
prosecution, the Soriano case must be deemed abandoned by
the Mejia case because both involved almost the same
transaction.

To be sure, this issue had been resolved by the Supreme
Court in People vs. Sandiganbayan,18where the Supreme
Court categorically declared that the interpretation in the
Soriano case of the term transaction as used in Section 3 (b)of
R. A. No. 3019 has not been overturned by the Mejia case and
other subsequent cases:

The State now argues, however, that the
Sandiganbayan thereby committed grave abuse of
discretion resulting to lack or in excess ofjurisdiction for
applying the interpretation of the term transaction in
Soriano, Jr. considering that the term transaction should
be construed more liberally, and positing that SOri~

" 712 seRA 3S9 (2013) 4
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Jr. was already abandoned by the Court, citing for that
purpose the rulings in Mejia v. Pamaran, Peligrino v.
People, and Chang v. People.19

We disagree with the petitioner, and find for the
respondents.

First of all, the interpretation in Soriano, Jr. of the
term transaction as used in Section 3 (b)of Republic Act
No. 3019 has not been overturned by the Court.

In Mejia v. Pamaran, decided en banc on April 15,
1988, Mejia had demanded and received money from
some persons involved in certain cases in a trial court
where Mejiawas then serving as the branch clerk ofcourt
in consideration of a promise that she would help in
getting a favorable judgment for them. The issue was
whether or not Mejia could be convicted under the
information that alleged that she had demanded a certain
amount, although the Sandiganbayan found that the
amount was different from that charged in the
information. The Court dismissed her petition, and ruled
that "[i]na prosecution under the foregoing provision of
the Anti-Graft Lawthe value of the gift,money or present,
etc. is immaterial ... [w]hat is penalized is the receipt of
any gift, present, share, percentage, or benefit by a public
officer in connection with a contract or transaction with
the Government, wherein the public officer has to
intervene in his official capacity." The Court nowhere
ruled on the proper interpretation of the term
transaction.

In Peligrino v. People, decided on August 13,2001,
Peligrino, an examiner of the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
was convicted of violating Section 3 (b) of Republic Act
No.3019 for demanding the amount ofP200,000.00 from
the complainant in connection with the latter's tax
liabilities. Peligrino's defense was that he did not
"demand" the money, but the money was just given to
him. He argued that he had only informed the
complainant of his tax deficiencies, and that the
complainant had then requested the reduction of the
amountclaimedas his tax deficiencies.TheCourtfr

" emph,,;,,"pp!;ed et(
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no merit in Peligrino's argument. The ruling had nothing
to do with the interpretation of the term transaction.

Chang v. People, decided on July 21, 2006, was a
case in which two persons - Chang and San Mateo -
were convicted of violating Section 3 (b) of Republic Act
No. 3019 after being found to have received P125,000.00
in consideration of their issuance of a Certificate of
Examination to the effect that the complainant had "no
tax liability" in favour of the municipality,
notwithstanding that it had not settled with them on their
assessed deficiency tax of P494,000.00. Chang and San
Mateo contended that the charge had resulted from an
involuntary contact whereby complainant Magat had
simply tossed to them the brown envelope; that there had
been no conspiracy between them; and that what had
transpired had been an instigation, not an entrapment.
In affirming their conviction, the Court did not touch on
the proper interpretation of the term transaction as used
in Section 3 (b)of Republic Act No. 3019.

The three rulings the State has cited here did not
overturn the interpretation made in Soriano, Jr. of the
term transaction as used in Section 3 (b)of Republic Act
No. 3019 because the proper interpretation of the term
was clearly not decisive in those cases. On the contrary,
in the later ruling in Merencillo v. People, promulgated
in 2007, the Court reiterated the restrictive interpretation
given in Soriano, Jr. to the term transaction as used in
Section 3 (b)of Republic Act No. 3019 in connection with
a differentiation between bribery under the Revised Penal
Code and the violation of Section 3 (b)of Republic Act No.
3019 by holding that the latter is "limited only to
contracts or transactions involving monetary
consideration where the public officer has the authority
to intervene under the law."

And, secondly, it does not help the State any that
the term transaction as used in Section 3 (b)of Republic
Act No. 3019 is susceptible of being interpreted both
restrictively and liberally, considering that laws creating,
defining or punishing crimes and laws imposing penalties
and forfeitures are to be construed strictly against the
State or against the party seeking to enforce them, and
liberallyagainst the party soughtto be Charge/!

Jt
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Regarding the estafa charges, the prosecution argues that
the accused should be ordered to return the amount he was
able to reimburse corresponding to the value of the items he
bought which the Court considered personal items.

The Court finds the argument without basis.

In Philippine National Bank vs. Raymundo,20 the
Supreme Court explained the two (2) kinds of acquittal
recognized by law, as well as their effects on the civil liability of
the accused, thus:

Our law recognizes two (2) kinds of acquittal, with
different effects on the civil liability of the accused. First
is an acquittal on the ground that the accused is not the
author of the act or omission complained of. This
instance closes the door to civilliability, for a person who
has been found to be not the perpetrator of any act or
omission cannot and can never be held liable for such act
or omission. There being no delict, civil liability ex
delicto is out of the question, and the civil action, if
any, which may be instituted must be based on
grounds other than the delict complained of. This is
the situation contemplated in Rule 111 of the Rules of
Court. The second instance is an acquittal based on
reasonable doubt on the guilt of the accused. In this case,
even if the guilt of the accused has not been satisfactorily
established, he is not exempt from civil liability which
may be proved by preponderance of evidence only.

The Rules of Court requires that in case of an
acquittal, the judgment shall state "whether the evidence
of the prosecution absolutely failed to prove the guilt of
the accused or merely failed to prove his guilt beyond
reasonable doubt. In either case, the judgment shall
determine if the act or omission from which the civil
liabilitymightarisedidnotexi//

4
20 G.R. No. 208672, December 7, 2016, citing Manantan vs. Court of Appeals, 350 SeRA 387 (2001);

emphasis supplied
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In these cases, the accused was acquitted of estafa on two
(2) counts on the ground that the prosecution failed to prove the
presence of deceit. When there is no proven deceit or fraud,
there is no crime of estafa.21

Since there is no crime committed, civil liability ex delicto
cannot be awarded because there is no act or omission
punished by law which can serve as the source of obligation.
Although the Court found the accused negligent in including
the receipts pertaining to personal items he bought in his
request for reimbursement,22 hence, the amount corresponding
to the value of the said items should not have been reimbursed
to him, the Court cannot order the accused to return the said
amount in this criminal proceeding. The enforcement of any
civil liability against the accused for receiving the reimbursed
amount must be instituted before the proper forum based on a
ground other than the delict complained 0[23

WHEREFORE, the Court DENIES the prosecution's
Motion for Reconsideration dated March 3, 201 7, for (1) being
violative of the principle against double jeopardy, and; (2) lack
of merit and/ or for being pro forma. This is without prejudice to
the filing of any appropriate action against the accused to
enforce his civil liability involving the amount that was
improperly reimbursed to him.

21 People vs. Singson, 215 SCRA534 (1992), cited in Dy vs. People, G.R. No. 189081, August 10, 2016
22 This is subject of Criminal Case No. SB-12-CRM-0028.
23 People vs. Bayotas, 236 SCRA 239 (1994)
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